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Specifications
Printing Resolution: 1,200 × 6,000 dpi
Printing Method: Inkjet
Scan Resolution: 19,200 × 19,200 dpi
(interpolated),
1,200 × 2,400 dpi (optical) (Scanner Glass),
1,200 × 600 dpi (optical) (ADF)
Copy Resolution: 1,200 × 2,400 dpi
Feeder Capacity: 100

RATINGS
Performance

Brother’s latest printer proves its worth for the
productive individual or organisation that deals with a
lot of printouts By Nicolas See Tho

Features
Design
Value
Fast printing speed
Easy setup
High yield ink cartridges
Grainy colour images

The high capacity colour cartridges aren’t just
only easy to install, but also long lasting

The single USB 2.0 cable can be hidden under
the scanner to conceal wiring and make your
work area look more organised
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T

his month, we are featuring the latest
in personal printing technology with
the Brother MFC-J200 InkBenefit.
Made by the Japanese electronics giant
Brother, let’s see how it holds up after we
put it through its paces.
In terms of design and build, we feel
that the size of the printer is really suitable
for the individual as it is not bulky and it
is quite lightweight. This printer is also
very easy to set-up, as there is only one
connecting USB port to the desktop.
Loading up paper was also surprisingly
easy thanks to the portable paper feeder
that can be detached from the main printer
body.
As the MFC-J200 is a multi-function
device, it comes with the ability to scan,
copy, fax and print documents. It also
features Wi-Fi capabilities that can connect
to either your PC via the wireless network
or via the iPrint & Scan app for the iPhone
or iPad. The printer also has an Automatic
Document Feeder (ADF) which makes
unattended copying, faxing and scanning
a much easier task as well as the added
convenience of the printer’s Multi-Function
Centre stack and sort capabilities. The MFCJ200 also allows you to scan documents
directly to your Apple gadgets to which
you would be able to share the file across
your wireless network. It is also built with
the Laminated Piezo Print Head technology

which provides enhanced durability and
helps save on repair costs.
Moving on to the performance, the
results were mixed as it does some things
well while others just okay. During our
test we found that the print quality when
it came to coloured images looked faded
and grainy while mono printing provided
high quality prints. With its printing speed
of 27 sheets a minute for black and white
documents, it does perform quickly in
delivering multiple documents. Another
interesting feature included in this printer
is their high yield cartridges which provide
two important benefits, one is the savings
the consumers stand to gain due to
replacing less ink cartridges and the other
is the time effectiveness of the feature,
hence the consumer won’t have to go out
and buy more ink after just a month or
two.

CHIP CONCLUDE :
We were generally quite impressed
with the Brother MFC-J200
InkBenefit as it performed quickly
and efficiently. Plus with its price
tag of RM499, this is actually one of
the most affordable multi-function
printers available today and it would
be a boon for homes or offices that
do a lot of printing on daily basis.

